
5C’s
Supporting Behaviour 

Training



Background

Saffia and Diane attended Safeguarding training in London where they 
heard Jane Evans speak. Her approach of understanding children’s 
behaviour was so powerful that we asked Jane to lead our Cascade 
training in 2018 and re-wrote our behaviour policy around the 5Cs. We 
changed the focus from managing behaviour to understanding
behaviour.

“Children are all about instincts and emotions. They need adults to 
support, nurture and love that.”

“Be a mindful attachment practitioner. Poor attachments equal stress.”

“You must open your heart to children. If you don’t love them, you 
shouldn’t be in childcare. You need to be emotionally curious and 
compassionate.”

“You should always use respectful language when talking about 
children; not say they are spoilt or mollycoddled.” 



The link 
between 
Safeguarding 
and 
Behaviour

Children show us, in their behaviour, if they are traumatised - they can’t 
tell us verbally that they are traumatised.  So, if they have experienced 
any abuse, their behaviour will demonstrate that.

If you really get to know the children and understand their behaviour, 
you will know if something has gone wrong in their lives.

A setting should be a family – so no child should be neglected or 
ignored.

Children need to feel very safe with you and know that you love them, 
understand them and accept them for who they are, no matter what 
their behaviour, so that they can show you when they are not feeling ok.  
So, you should always demonstrate that you understand their 
behaviour, that you accept their behaviour and that you will help them 
to feel calm.  This builds vital trust within that child. 



Ways to keep children safe

We bring safety in our own selves. If our energy is negative, we take it to 
the children. A safe energy brings energy to a level that children need, 
which is calm and centred.

What do we do if we have an “armful of puppies”?

We all have to look after ourselves to help us cope with our roles – e.g. 
sleep, eating well, rest breaks, exercise, time outside…



Jane talked about going to work with “an armful of puppies”.  By this she means carrying all your home 
responsibilities and worries into the workplace.  
You must be able to put them down so that you can focus on your role in nursery.

Jane suggested that before getting out of 
bed or before coming into work each day 
you:
• Smile
• Take 3 deep breaths into your belly and 

open your heart
• Think of 3 real life things to be grateful 

for – this can be little things.  
For example, waking up and hearing the 
birds singing outside; the first cup of tea; 
for taking your dog for a walk.  

These things will be obviously be different for each 
one of us as we are all individuals.  But we all must 
recognise how important our jobs are, what an 
enormous difference we make to the children in our 
care and that when we are working, their needs 
must come first.  So, it’s very important that we find 
time for self-care – for relaxation, having fun, eating 
properly and getting exercise.  

An armful of puppies



Look beyond 
difficult 
behaviour to 
the child 
within. 

What is their 
behaviour 
telling you?

All children can behave in ways that are not very 
adorable!  ‘Big’ behaviour can feel difficult to deal 
with.  

But we must understand that there are good 
reasons for these behaviours.  Children show their 
distress to their important adults as a way to 
share the emotional load when that load gets too 
heavy.  This is how it is meant to be.  

In the same way that children aren’t meant to 
carry big physical loads on their own, they are 
also not meant to carry big emotional loads.  

Big feelings and big behaviour are a call to us for 
support to help them with that emotional load.  



Remain calm!

The most powerful language for any nervous system, 
is another nervous system.  Just as children will catch 
our distress, they will also catch our calm.  

Think of this in terms of first aid – if a child bangs 
their head, there’s blood everywhere and you start to 
scream, shout and panic, then the child will be filled 
with fear.  If you are calm and soothing, the child will 
feel safe.

It’s the same with behaviour – if you react calmly, the 
child will begin to calm down.  



Children 
communicate 
through their 
behaviour

Children communicate through behaviour 
and behind all big behaviour there will always 
be a valid need.  

The need might be for safety, connection, 
sleep, food, power and influence or space to 
do their own thing.  

We all have these needs, but children are still 
developing the ability to meet them in ways 
that aren’t disruptive for them or the people 
around them.  



Children communicate through their behaviour

This may take a while!  The part of 
the brain that can calm big feelings, 

the prefrontal cortex, isn’t fully 
developed until mid to late twenties.  

Of course, as children grow and 
develop, they will expand their 

capacity to calm their big feelings, 
but in the meantime, they will need 

lots of co-regulation experiences 
with us to help them develop strong 

neural foundations for this.  



Children need 
lots of 
experience 
co-regulating

Children can only learn to self-regulate with lots 
(and lots and lots!) of experience co-regulating. 

It can be tempting to try to move children too 
quickly and insist that they self-regulate, but it just 
doesn’t work this way.  

Children at the end of their reception year in 
school are expected to ‘identify and moderate their 
own feelings socially and emotionally’.  In other 
words, self-regulate their behaviour.  So, it’s our job 
to co-regulate with children to help them towards 
that early learning goal – but we do not expect 
them to be able to do that at age 2, 3 or 4.  



Children need 
lots of 
experience 
co-regulating

Regulation isn’t something that can’t be taught. 
It has to be experienced through co-regulation 
over and over.  

It’s like learning to drive a car or play the piano 
– we can talk all we want about ‘how’ but it’s 
not until we ‘do’ – over and over – that we get 
better at it.  

Emotional regulation works the same way.  It’s 
not until children have repeated experiences 
with an adult bringing them back to calm, that 
they develop the neural pathways to come back 
to calm on their own.    



How we 
support 
children to 
manage 
their own 
behaviour

All staff have to be confident in 
understanding the approach, why it’s 
important and they must be able to explain it 
to Ofsted and parents

At BCC we don’t believe in “behaviour 
management” but in supporting children to 
learn how to understand and cope with their 
own emotions. 

This is set out in our Behaviour Policy 



We use the 5 
Cs approach, 
developed by 
Jane Evans

This approach 
is brain-
friendly and 
relationship 
focussed



Check in – be with the child, hug them if you can, is everyone okay?

Calmness – this is for the practitioner; take a breath to step out of “meercat” brain. It isn’t an emergency. The child can learn more if
you are calm; you can teach not punish. Wait until you can speak with kindness. We need to be curious, not furious.

Connection – connect with the child; put your hand on their hand, look at them, be at their level.

Curiosity – be curious; ask “I wonder how you were feeling when you did that?” It looks like there were big feelings here? I wonder how 
everyone was feeling before the pushing/biting happened because it’s not okay to do this so we need to work out what feelings were happening”. 
Even a young child will learn the cadence and pattern of your voice and words. 

Co-operation – find ways to help the child find other ways to react; suggest “if we get scared again, I wonder what we could do…? Plan 
ideas with the child, this builds their brain and says to the child “I know you are a good person, but you have these fears, this is how we can 
help you.” For older children, ask “can you recognise when you are scared/angry/upset? Can you come and find me?”

What are the 5Cs we keep referring to? 



Take your 
time!

When children’s feelings are big, it’s more about who you are or 
how you are than what you do.

They don’t want to be ‘fixed’.  They want to be seen and heard.  
They are no different to us!

Meet them where they are, without needing them to be different 
for a while. 

Feel what they feel with a strong, steady heart.  They will feel you 
there with them. 

They will see it in you and feel it in you that you get them, that you 
can handle whatever they are feeling and that you are there.  This 
will help calm them more than anything.  We feel safest when we 
are ‘with’.  Feel the feeling, breathe and be ‘with’. 



Be there –
be curious –
connect with 
compassion

https://youtu.be/QT6FdhKriB8

https://youtu.be/QT6FdhKriB8


Respond to 
the feelings, 
not the 
behaviour

Think of  big feelings and big behaviour like a 
burning building.  The behaviour is the smoke.  The 
fire is a distressed nervous system.

It is tempting to respond directly to the behaviour 
(the smoke) but we ignore the fire by doing this.  
So, the fire will get bigger and the smoke will get 
thicker.  Even if we manage to blow the smoke out 
of the way for a while, it’s not going to be long 
before that burning building fills the sky with 
smoke again. 

Sometimes, by dealing with the smoke, you might 
get a compliant child (one that obeys rules) but this 
doesn’t mean a child who is open to learning.  



We never 
emotionally 
or 
physically 
separate a 
child

The worst thing for any young animal is to be separated 
from their important adults.  This is an instinct.  In the 
wild, separation would mean certain death.

Any discipline that emotionally separates (such as 
shaming a child for their behaviour) or physically 
separates (such as time out, thinking chair etc) will make 
a young brain register an even bigger threat.

The threat of emotional or physical separation may drive 
children to comply in order to avoid being away from 
their important adult, either emotionally or physically, 
but a quiet child does not necessarily mean a calm child.  



We never 
emotionally 
or physically 
separate a 
child

As long as their brain is in ‘threat’ mode, stress 
chemicals will be surging through their body and 
will keep the thinking brain (the pre-frontal cortex) 
offline.  This is the part of the brain that can hear 
rational information, learn, plan a better way next 
time, think through consequences, make 
deliberate decisions and calm big feelings. 

As long as we don’t have access to the thinking 
brain, we won’t have the influence we need to 
guide them towards stronger, healthier ways of 
being. 



Connect, 
understand, 
support

This is why we don’t have any behaviour 
management ‘techniques’ such as time out, 
thinking chairs etc.  

We don’t have reward systems like sticker charts.

We never leave babies to cry.

We do not tell children off.

We connect with them, we understand them and 
we support them.  



Dr Suzanne Zeedyck explains this really well:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ng3UfkdaIM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ng3UfkdaIM
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